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The latest addition to the

Brands That Perform

™

REDEFINING THE HOME EXERCISE PROGRAM

Extend your professionalism
Provide your patients with the tools for a better at home instructional experience.
TM

Physioview™ became the latest addition to the
Brands that Perform™ when North Coast Medical,
Inc. acquired it in 2012. As a practice owner, Angela
Wilson Pennisi, PT, MA, OCS, originally developed
Physioview™ in 2004 out of the desire to eliminate
line drawings as a source of patient instruction.
Relying on her own experience, extensive research
and the input from other practitioners, Angela was
one of the first to provide an online database rich
with customized professional exercise content
accessible by the patient.

The latest addition to the

Brands That Perform

™

Phone: 866.640.8439
Email: customerservice@physioview.com

Close to 1000 contemporary exercises created by therapists for therapists.
Upload media and instructions to create customized home exercise programs.
Custom clinic branded Physioview™ pages provide a personalized point of differentiation.
Password protected login preserves privacy and enables patient access anytime.

Creating individualized patient home exercise programs
has never been easier or more personal.
Physioview™ is a dynamic online exercise database of rehabilitative
exercises complete with professional photographs, audio, video and
text. The Integration of visual and auditory content accommodates
various patient learning styles and builds patient confidence in
knowing how to perform exercises correctly away from the guidance
of their therapist.
Physioview™ empowers providers by helping to guide their patient’s
progress outside the clinic environment with a simple click of the
mouse. With unlimited access, therapists can customize personal
treatment plans for their patients by modifying exercises or uploading
their own content.
Included with each subscription is the ability to upload your clinic
logo to extend brand presence and patient familiarity throughout
the website and printed materials. We invite you to begin branding
your home exercise programs with a complementary full version, no
obligation, 90-day trial by visiting www.physioview.com.

Subscriptions as low as $2.95 a month per user.
www.

.com
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